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The reflection of pulsed acoustic plane waves from ocean sedimentary layers is studied using a 
stochastic transport theory originally introduced by Barabanenkov et al. [Izv. Vyssh. Uchebn. 
Zaved., Radiofiz !5, 1852 (1972)]. The sediments are assumed to be a random medium in which 
the density and sound speed undergo small, highly laminated (pancakelike) fluctuations. 
Although the problem is formulated in a general context, the predictions of the theory are fully 
evaluated only in the special case of normal incidence and no refracting profile. However, even 
with these approximations, some reasonable qualitative agreement of theoretical predictions with 
measured data is achieved. 

PACS numbers: 43.30. Dr, 92.10.Vz, 43.20.Bi, 43.20.Fn 

INTRODUCTION 

The abyssal plains are extensive regions of the ocean 
bottom consisting essentially of a thick sediment layer over- 
lying a rock basement. • Sediment density and sound speed 
increase slowly (in a nominally linear manner} as depth into 
the layer increases. Superposed upon this gross variation, 
however, is a small, highly anisotropic fluctuation structure. 
The density and sound speed fluctuate very rapidly in the 
depth direction while in the transverse plane it is conjectured 
that the rate of variation is much slower. 

We study the reflection of pulsed acoustic plane waves 
from such a refracting, highly anisotropic {pancakelike} ran- 
dom medium. For simplicity, the sediment layer is assumed 
to be infinitely thick; if desired, a rock basement can be intro- 
duced into the model without difficulty. The analysis uses a 
stochastic transport theory that was originally introduced 
by Barabanenkov et al. 2 and subsequently extended to the 
two-frequency context needed for the study of pulse propa- 
gation. 3 

In Sec. I we formulate the basic problem, derive a sto- 
chastic Helmholtz equation and formulate a model for the 
random density and sound-speed fluctuations. Once the 
Helmholtz equation {with an associated refractive index} is 
obtained, dissipation is introduced into the model phenom- 
enologically. In Sec. II the structure and physical content of 
the two-frequency stochastic transport theory are discussed 
while in Sec. III the simplifications and approximations per- 
mitted by the severe anisotropy of the random field are de- 
veloped. In the case where refraction is neglected, these ap- 
proximations lead to Schuster equations 4 for the incoherent 
intensities. In Sec. IV we formulate an expression for the 
quantity of interest, which is basically the mutual coherence 
function for the complex pressure. The problem is then 
solved for the special case of normal incidence and no refrac- 
tion. In the course of obtaining this solution, we exploit some 
ideas of Keller • to derive appropriate boundary conditions at 
the water-sediment interface. The predictions of the theory 
for the special case considered are numerically evaluated 

and qualitatively compared with experimental data in Sec. 
V. Section VI summarizes our conclusions. 

Restricting our attention to normal incidence is largely 
a matter of convenience. Appendix A shows how the results 
obtained can be extended to accommodate oblique inci- 
dence. Neglect of refraction, however, is a significant simpli- 
fication. Some features of the refracting model, which is cur- 
rently being studied, are discussed in Sec. III. Lastly, 
Appendix B points out that the sequence of approximations 
that we have made in developing the model has preserved the 
property of power conservation. 

I. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The problem to be considered is summarized in Fig. 1. 
A pulsed plane wave is incident upon a sediment half-space 
from water, whose density and sound speed are constant. In 
the sediment, the density and sound speed are assumed to 
have mean values that depend only upon the depth variable 
z; for simplicity, a common linear gradient is adopted. The 
random zero mean fluctuations, however, depend upon all 
the spatial coordinates (in a highly anisotropic manner to be 
specified}. Therefore the density and sound speed are defined 

WATER 

SEDIMENT 

/O O, C O 

p,(l+'r/z)+ gp(r), c,(l+r/z)+gc(r) 

FIG. 1. Problem configuration. 
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as 

I,Oo, Z < 0, p(r) = [pl(1 + r/z)+ •p(r), z>0, 
c(r) = [Co, z <0, tc•(1 q- ,;z)q- &(r), z>0, (1) 

with (•p) = 0 and (•c) = 0, where (-) denotes expected 
value. (We suppress dependence upon a random index.) Note 
that the mean density and sound speed will generally be dis- 
continuous at the interface (ifpl •Po and cl •Co). 

Withœ(r,t ) and v(r,t ) denoting pressure and velocity, the 
basic equations are 6 

-tP(r,t ) + ,o(r)c2(r)V-v(r,t ) = 0, 
v(r,t } +,o-l(r)Vp(r,t ) = 0, (2} 

with pressure and normal velocity component continuous 
across the interface. We introduce next the Fourier trans- 

forms 

•(r,o•)----%/• f_• •(r,t )ei•øtdt, 
,(r,o•)=•f• • v(r,t )e ia't dr. {3) 

In terms of these transforms, Eqs. (2)become 

- iop + pc•V.• = 0, - ko• + p-'Vp = 0. (4) 

Using Eqs. {4), we obtain the following equation for the com- 
plex transformed pressure p: 

v.(p-'vp) + (o•/pc• = o. (•) 

Let k -•cO/Co, i.e., we reference wavenumber to Co. We also 
define the following dimensionless density and sound speed: 

/5' z <0, •(r)----p(r)/po= ,(l+•/z)+6•b(r}, z>O, 

1, z<O, •'{r}-•c{r}/co = b,{1 + •/z} + 6b{r}, z>/O. (6) 

Following Brekovskikh, 6 we transform (5) into a Helmholtz 
equation by making the change of dependent variable 

u(r,k )----,o-'/2(rlp(r,ro ). (7) 

The resulting equation for u is given as follows: 

Au + 5•-+ •- (vk) • u=0. (8) 

We assume that a single side-band narrow bandwidth pulse, 
with carrier wavenumber ko----oo/Co, is transmitted. Also, 
we recall that the random fluctuations •/5,• are small in 
amplitude and highly anisotropic (i.e., slowly varying in the 
transverse direction but very rapidly varying in the z direc- 
tion). Guided by these observations, we recast (8) in the form 

Au + k 26(r,k )u = 0, (9) 

where e{r,k }• 1 for z < 0, while for z>0 

e(r,k)•e(r,ko)--•i-2(1 + •7z) -•- 22/- •(1 + r/z) -• 
i •2 

X6bfr) + [2k•1(1 + •z)]- •[6•{r)] 

-- l[kok,(1 + •z)]-:[(•k,): 
+ Fp,•[•{r}] + <(•[•{r)])2) . {10} 

In obtaining {10}, the following approximations were made: 
{i} Wavenumber dependence was reduced to the carder 

•avenumber; 
{ii) •-:(r) •C :{1 + ,z) -: - •C •{1 + ,z)-•*•{r); 

+ ) •z •{r}] • {with • a z-directed 
unit vector}; 

32 

{iv} A•{r} ••[•{r}]; 
(v) •-l(r)and •-2(r) have been approximated by 

(/3(r)) --1 and (/3(r)) - 2; , 

(vi) The fluctuations in •z[tS•(r)] have been neglect- 
ed. 

If (9) is viewed in an electromagnetic context, 6 is c•led a 
relative dielectric constant. For convenience, we shall use 
the same terminology in the present acoustic context. When 
decomposed into mean value and fluctuations, {10) assumes 
the form 

e(r,ko) = 6ol(ko)(1 + •;Z) -2 + &(r,ko), z>O; 

6ol(ko)------•'• -2 -- T(ko•,)-' (•1) 2 + •[6•(r}] , 
6e(r,ko)•- •j3(1 + •z)-36•(r) + [2k•l(1 + •z)] 

02 3 

x•[*g(r)] - i[•og,(1 + ,z)]-• 
2 . 0 x ,p,•[,g(r)], (11) 

where we have assumed ([(0/Oz){ [.6•(r)] } 2) • constant. 
In order to implement the stochastic transport theory, 

it will be necessary to detemine the two-point correlation 
function for the zero-mean fluctuation 66(r,ko). We begin by 
assuming the following correlation structure for density and 
sound-speed fluctuations: 

(6•(r,)6•(r2)) = a•exp{ -- • [(x• -- x•) 2 + ½• --y2) 2] ,/2} 
x •p [ - (z, - z•)'/2t• ], 

(•(r•)6•(r2)) = a•exp{ -- • [(x• -- x2) 2 + ½, -- y2) 2 ] 
X exp[ -- (Zl -- z2)•/2l• ], (12) 

(•(r,)6•(r2)) = a•exp{ -- • [(Xl -- x2) 2 + ½• -- y2) 2] ,/2} 
x •p [ - (z, - z•)•/2t• ]. 

In (12)• •l • • is the reciprocal of the transverse correlation 
lenUh while l• is the correlation length in the depth dir•- 
tion. For the highly anisotropic (pancakelike) medium being 
considered, both • and l• will be assumed to be small para- 
meters. (Carder wavelength serves as our basic length scale.) 
The second moments a•, a,•, and a• will be taken to be 
constants. Moreover, we shall assume that the same underly- 
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ing physical mechanism (and hence the same basic underly- 
ing random field} determines both the density and sound- 
speed fluctuations. This assumption leads to the relation trpc 
= (%•cc')1/2. 

We define the following sum and difference coordi- 
nates: 

R = Xxo + YYo + Zzo •( r l + r2)/2, 

r = xx o + YYo + ZZo • r• -- r:. (13) 

In terms of these coordinates, the correlation function for 
the dielectric constant fluctuations becomes 

(6e(rl,ko)6e(r2,ko)) •Bo(•Z )exp[ --/5' (X 2 -'}- y2)1/2] 
x•(z), z>o, 

Bo(VZ }•3/-2--•lz { 4•;- •(1 + vZ )--60'cc 
+ 2(•'31k o2lz2/3•)-•(1 + •lZ)-4%c 
+ (2k•/3•)-213lœ4(1 + vZ) -2 
+ 9lff 2V2(1 + vZ )--4 ] O'pp }. (14) 

Equations (14) result from the substitution of (12) into (11) 
and the subsequent idealization of the depth dependence to 6 
correlation. 

As a final step in our modeling of the relative dielectric 
constant, we shall introduce dissipation phenomenological- 
ly. Since absorption in the sediment is small, 7 we shall add a 
small nonrandom imaginary component to the mean dielec- 
tric constant. Our final model for the dielectric constant is 

e(r,ko) = (e(r, ko)) + 6e(r,ko); 

1, z<0, (6(r,ko)) = 6ol(ko)(1 + •/z) -2 + i6o2(Vz, ko), z>O, 
eo,(ko) • b;- 2 -1(kot3,)-2[ ½lt3,) 2 + l ff 2aa. ], (15) 
66(r,ko) = 0, z < 0, 

(6e(r,ko)) = O, z>O, 

(66(R + «r, ko)66(R- «r,ko)) = Bo(•qZ )e-•6(z), Z>0, 

where tO•(X 2 + y2}•/2 and Bo is defined in (14).,The dissipa- 
tion Co2 can be any non-negative slowly varying function of 
depth; in our computations, however, we shall generally as- 
sume it constant. [In (15) the symbol r is used to denote both 
a genetic position and also a difference coordinate; the mean- 
ing in each case should be clear from the context.] 

Remarks: The.dielectric constant model that we have 

evolved [Eqs. (15)] represents a compromise between our 
needs to both model reality and to compute explicitly. Note 
that while some dispersive effects have been eliminated by 
approximating e(r,k)-•e(r,ko), the basic dependence will 
prove very important in relating theory to experimental ob- 
servations. Note further that the dielectric constant model is 

valid only over a limited band of frequencies. At sufficiently 
low frequencies, eo•(ko) becomes negative causing the model 
to break down. At sufficiently high frequencies, the assump- 
tion that l• <2 is no longer true. For the experimental confi- 
guration studied, however (i.e., physical constants charac- 
teristic of the Hatteras plain and carrier frequencies in the 
range 700-2000 Hz), the model is applicable. 

The dominant contribution to Bo in (14) arises from the 
density fluctuations [i.e., the term (2•r}•/21z(2k •/3•}-23l ff 4( 1 

+ r/Z )-2traa ]. This suggests that density fluctuations play a 
far more significant role in sediment propagation than com- 
parable sound-speed fluctuations. This conclusion is some- 
what paradoxical since the original equations (2} seem to 
treat density and sound speed on an equal basis. Obviously, 
much additional modeling work needs to be done in order to 
test the validity of this conclusion, to eliminate the short- 
comings of(15}, and to build in more realism (e.g., surface 
roughness, layering undulations, and compatibility with 
data such as Tucholke's a which suggests that the fluctu- 
ations should have a depth dependence that is basically Pois- 
son in character}. 

II. $TOOHASTIt• TRANSPORT THleOItY 

Recall that u(r,k ) = p-•/2(r}p(r,k ) is the solution of the 
Helmholtz equation (9), where we now assume that e is given 
by (15). Our basic quantity of interest is the mutual coher- 
ence function for the complex pressure (for points r 1,r 2 on a 
receiving array in the water). This expression is given by [cf. 
Eq. (3)] 

(P(r,,t,)p*(r2,t2)) = poC• ;_• foo (u(r,,k,}u*(r2,k2}) 
Xexp[ -- ico(k•q - k2t2)]dk • dk 2. (16} 

Let 

u(r,k )•fi(r,k ) + 6u(r,k ); 

fi(r,k )m(u(r,k )), (6u(r,k )) = O. (17) 

Since 

(u(rl,k•)u*(r2,k2)) = •(r•,kl)•*(r2,k2) 
+ (6u(rl,kl)gu*(r2,k2)), 

the problem is essentially one of solving for the mean or 
coherent field fi(r,k } at general wavenumber k and the two- 
frequency incoherent component (6u(r•,k•}6u*(r2,k2}). As 
( 16} indicates, we can then complete the analysis by perform- 
ing a two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform. 

We shall use the stochastic transport theory originally 
introduced by Barabanenkov et al. 2 and subsequently ex- 
tended to the two-frequency, absorptive context in Ref. 3. 
Starting from the stochastic Helmholtz equation, the theory 
systematically derives a Dyson equation for the mean field fi 
and a radiative transfer equation for a two-frequency com- 
plex-valued incoherent intensity function (from which 
(6u(r•,k•)6u*(r2,k2}) can be easily determined). The theory 
accounts for deterministic refraction and remains valid un- 

der conditions of large-angle scattering and large-scale sta- 
tistical fluctuations. The principal assumptions made are the 
following: (i) the ratio of difference to sum wavenumbers is 
small, i.e., Ika/ksl<l, where ka•k • -- k 2 and 
ks •(k• + k2)/2; (ii) loss due to true absorption and scatter- 
ing is small but not negligible; (iii) expectations of certain 
field quantities and medium parameters vary slowly, as a 
function of the sum variable R [cf. Eq. (13)]. 

The derivation of the relevant equations is given in Ref. 
3. We shall simply present the results and comment upon 
their physical content. Let 
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B (R,r)= (&(R + -•r, ko)&(R -- -•r,ko)), 

Go(R,r,k )= exp[ik((e(R'kø)))'/2r], 
4•r 

M (R,r,k)•k 4B (R,r)Go(R,r,k)•M' + iM ", 

• (R,•,k)•f• M (R,r,k)e -,wr dr • •' + i• ". (18) 
, 

Then, the Dyson equation for the mean or coherent field is 
given by 

[A + k 2 (e(r,ko)) ]•(r,k ) 

/•M'( r+r' -- )•{r',k)dr'. 19) = ,r r',k ( 
, 2 

Basically, refraction and absorption caused by the mean die- 
lectric constant arise from terms on the left side of this equa- 
tion while the dielectric constant fluctuations give rise to the 
scattering integral on the right. 

Before presenting the radiative transfer equation, we 
must define several quantities. First, we define the effective 
Hamiltonian • 

n'(",•&)•{• -- A• •[ (e(",Ao)) ] + D'(",•&)}, 
(20) 

where = (k, + k•}/2 is the sum wavenumber, and 
M' is defined in (18). Let •s. Next, we define an effective 
wavenumber ke (R,s,k•) as the value of • for which the Ha- 
miltonian vanishes, i.e., H '(R,kes,k•) = 0. Using this eftee- 

l 

tive wavenumber, we introduce an effective index of refrac- 
tion by the relationship 

ne(R,$,ks}•k s- ' I I = k e ß 
Finally, we let 0 {R,s,ks} denote the angle between the direc- 
tions of the group velocity V KH'{R,•cs,ks)IK=ke and the 
phase velocity s. 

The transport equation describes the evolution of a 
complex-valued, two-frequency, incoherent intensity 
I {R,s,ks,kd) which is related to the incoherent field fluctu- 
ations; specifically, 

(6u(R + •r,ks + •kd)6U*(R- •r,& -- •kd)) 

= fa k f 2n• 3(a,s,ks )k • (a,s,k s )l cos 0 (a,s,k s )1-1 
• I (a,s,ks,k d )exp [ik e (a,s,k s )s.r ] d•, (22) 

where the integration is taken over the surface of the unit 
sphere. Let 

ß (R,•)•f• ,B (R,r)e -i•.r dr, 

x(R - - dr. (23} 
Then, in terms of the quantities defined in Eqs. (18)-(23), the 
radiative transfer equation for the incoherent intensity as- 
sumes the fore 

(24) 

where dl denotes a differential at point R in the direction of 
the group velocity V,H'{R,•cs,ks)[K= ke' Unless otherwise 
noted, arguments in {24) are those appearing in {18)-{23). 

The physical interpretation of {24} is straightforward. 
The left side is a convective term; the ray paths correspond to 
an effective medium determined both by the deterministic 
profile and also by the random fluctuations. The first term 
on the fight is a loss term, due both to scattering and to true 
absorption. The second term is a phase-modifying term that 
vanishes in the absence of frequency offsets {i.e., in the cw 
case). The third term is a scattering integral; the random 
fluctuations scatter the incoherent intensity in different dir- 
ections. The last term is a source term, representing the 
"feeding" of the incoherent intensity by the coherent field. 
As the wave passes through the random medium, the ran- 
dom fluctuations gradually convert the energy from a coher- 
ent to an incoherent state. 

III. SIMPLIFICATIONS DUE TO ANISOTROPY 

The adaptation of this stochastic transport theory to the 
particular problem being considered will lead to consider- 

I 

able simplification of the Dyson and transport equations 
[{19) and {24)]. Noting {15), let 

(etR,ko}) = eo,tko}(1 + vZ} -2 + ieo2(VZ, ko} 
z>o. (25) 

This notation emphasizes the depth dependence and is more 
concise. One advantage of the dielectric model adopted, i.e., 
(15), is the ability to explicitly evaluate several integrals of 
interest. In particular [cf. Eqs. (18), (23)], 

2•/(R,•,ks) = -- (k s4/2)Bo(VZ )( {/3 -- iks [e(vZ, ko)] •/2} 2 
+ 

ß (R,K) = 2rr/•Bo(VJ )[8 2 .q_ 4)--3/2, 454 .q_ /•y. (26) 
Recall that our assumption of severe anisotropy {i.e., large 
transverse correlation lengths) will permit us to treat 
/g = 1 • • as a small parameter. 

Consider first the Dyson equation for the coherent field 
[Eq. {19)]. For the pulsed plane-wave excitation being as- 
sumed, the field incident upon the water-sediment interface 
has the form 

ui(r,k): F(k )exp[ik (x sin 0o + z cos 0o)], (27) 
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whereF {k ) is basically the Fourier transform of the transmit- 
ted temporal pulse. For the sediment model being consi- 
dered, one can then show that the mean or coherent field has 
the form 

h(r,k) = {F F(k )eikxsinO"[eikzcøsOø-lL •(k )e-ikzcosOo], Z (k )e ikx sin oo•(z, k ), z>O, 
where •(k } is the mean reflection coefficient and fi satisfies the 
following ordinary differential equation: 

) + ) = 0, z>0, 
•2 2(•7z, k } • •'(r/z, ko} -- sin 2 0 o q- (k 2/2}Bo(•7z} 

xl[t- 
+ k 2 sin 2 0o}-•/2. (29) 

Therefore, for our problem, the Dyson equation reduces to 
an ordinary differential equation which in the absence of a 
refracting profile (i.e., r/= 0) is a constant coefficient equa- 
tion. In general, since r/is a small parameter, (29) is amenable 
to WKB analysis. 

Remark: Equation (29) embodies some very interesting 
interplay between the refractive and the random scattering 
mechanisms. Neglect absorption for the present discussion, 
i.e., assume that •- is real. Then, in the absence of random 
effects, the turning point occurs at the depth where 
$ = sin20o . However, the portion of /2 2 arising 
from the random fluctuations contains the factor 

[/g 2 _ k 2(•. _ sin20o) _ i2k• •/• ]- •/2 which peaks 
sharply at a depth that is slightly less than the nonrandom 
turning point (,8 2< 1 ); moreover, the peak magnitude of this 
factor is O (,8 - •/2). Thus the highly laminated random fluctu- 
ations seem to have their greatest local impact upon the 
mean field in the region near the turning points {where the 
rays are nearly grazing to the laminates). 

The radiative transfer equation (24) also simplifies con- 
siderably once the highly anisotropic character of the medi- 
um is introduced. Details are given in Ref. 3; we shall only 
make some comments about the simplification process and 
then state the result for the special case to be studied in Sec. 
IV. The following points are worth noting: (i) The structure 
of (24) is simplified by introducing the new dependent vari- 
able 

•(R,s,ks,ka)• n•- 2(R,S,ks)lcos 0 (R,s,ks)l-' 
XI(R,s,ks,ka); (30) 

(ii) When the explicit form for • given by (26) is introduced 
into the scattering integral in (24} and the smallness of • is 
exploited, the kernel is found to peak sharply at two angles 
on the unit sphere. These angles correspond to the forward- 
scattered and specularly reflected directions for the incident 
ray; (iii) The structure of the mean field h [cf. (28)] and the 
sharply peaked nature of • lead to considerable simplifica- 
tion of the source integral in {24). 

In Sec. IV we shall solve the problem for the special case 
of no refraction (r/= 0) and normal incidence (0o = 0). These 
simplifications reduce (24) to a linear, constant coefficient, 
nonhomogeneous, two-dimensional system of ordinary dif- 
ferential equations. The two unknown dependent variables 
are basically the incoherent energy flowing in the forward 

and backward depth directions (i.e., into and out of the sedi- 
ment). More specifically, let 

I (R, _ zo,ks,ka }•I, (Z, ks,ka }6(Kr}, (31) 
2 

where our notation reflects the fact that in this special case 
the sum variable dependence of I (and I} involves only the 
depth variable Z. Then, radiative transfer Eq. (24} reduces to 

d .jr, = - v•, + •(•, + •2) +---•, dZ 
Z>0, (32) 

dZ 

where 

- + 
- i2kak F •'], 

tBo a • •k + k )- (33) s•e 

- + e • d)' 
In the special case being considered, • and a are constants; in 
the absence of frequency offsets (kd = 0), • is real non-nega- 
tive. Equations (32) are basically Schuster equationsn; em- 
pi•cal de•vations of one-dimensional transpo• theory typi- 
cally lead to equations having this structure. In the absence 
of frequency offsets, the terms in (32) have the following 
physical interpretations: 

(i) -- •I• and •I: represent extinction, i.e., actual dissi- 
pation as well as apparent absoftion since the random fluc- 
tuations "remove" and restatter the incoherent energy; 

(ii) (a/2)(• • •:) represents the scattering or reradiation 
te•; 

(iii) •/2 •Bo]h]: represents the source te•, the mecha- 
nism by which coherent energy is converted into incoherent 
energy. 

IV. SOLUTION IN THE SPECIAL CASE OF NO 
REFRACTION AND NORMAL INCIDENCE 

Assume that a transmitter-receiver at depth z t in the 
water (.'.•zt < 0) transmits a Gaussian pulsed plane wave. Let 
f(t) and f(k ) denote the transmitted temporal pulse and its 
Fourier transform, respectively. Then, in the water (z <0) 
the random field of interest is given by 

u(z,k) = F(k )[e ik• + r(k )e-ikz], z <0, (34) 
where 

F (k } • Pd- •/•e( k }e- ikzt, 
r(k)= (r(k )) + 6r(k )•?(k ) + 6r(k ). (35) 

In the first of Eqs. (35}, the factor P6- •/2 arises because 
u = p-•/2•. Using the second of Eqs. (35} we obtain [cf. Eq. 
(28)] 

h(z,k) = F(k )[e ikz -[- ?(k )e-ikz], 

6u(z,k } = F(k }6r(k }e-•, z <0. (36} 

For the special case being considered, we shall be interested 
in the temporal coherence function of the complex pressure, 
i.e., (p(zt,tl[l•*(zt,t2)), where both spatial dependences are 
fixed at the transceiver depth. We shall introduce sum and 
difference times as 
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t s • (t I -•- t2)/2,ta • tl -- t2, (37) 
and further represent the sum time as 

ts = ' 2c•'- lz t -Jr- •' • 2c•- llzt I + • (38) 
so that • measures deviation from the two-way transit time from source to interface. In te•s of these quantiti• we ob- 
tain [cf. •. (16}] 

1 •*(z,,t• -- 1 (p(zt,ts +•ta •ta)): c• f:• f:/(ks +•ka/'(ks --•ka)(exp[--ikscota-ika(21ztl + Co•)] 
+ •k• + •ka)exp[ - ik•(cota - 21z. I)- ik•flz. I ß Co•)] ß •*(k• - &k•) 
Xexp[ -- ik•(cota • 21z, I)- ik•flz, I ß Co•)] 
+ [•(& + •,)•.(& - •,)+ (•• + •,)•r*(•, - •,)) ] 
X exp[ --ik•cota --ikaco•] )dk• dka. (39) 

Of the four bracketed te•s in (39), only the last has significance with respect to modeling measured data. The first te• 
involves the incident wave while the next two te•s involve products of incident and Ceflected waves. With I z, I large, these 
te•s are eliminated by time-gating. The quantity of interest is: 

1 

cf: 1)r.(s 

In order to determine I (•',ta) we shall first solve for the co- 
herent field • (and therefore determine •). Once • is known, 
the source term in (32) is specified. We shall then solve for the 
incoherent intensity and from this information determine 
(6r(k• + •ka)6r*(k• -- «ks)). The two-dimensional trans- 
form in (40} completes the computation. 

Although the equations in this case are very tractable, 
i.e., constant coefficient ordinary differentialequations [(29), 
(32}], interface boundary conditions must be formulated to 
complete the problem specifications. Such boundary condi- 
tions are not generated as part of the transport theory deriva- 
tion since this analysis invariably assumes an infinite medi- 
um in which mean quantities vary slowly. In our problem, 
the task is complicated by the fact that (i} the mean density 
and sound speed are generally discontinuous across the in- 
terface, and (ii} in the two-frequency case (ka :•0}, the inco- 
herent intensity is complex-valued and cannot be interpreted 
as an energy. We shall now digress and briefly consider this 
important topic. 

A. Interface boundary conditions 

For each random realization, pressure and normal 
component of velocity must be continuous across the inter- 
face. Recall that u = p-1/2•. The task at hand is to circum- 
vent the closure problem and derive appropriate boundary 
conditions for (u(r,k }) = •{r,k } and (u(r,kl}U*(r,k2}). 

For the mean field, we first note that for each random 
realization, pl/2u and p- l(O/Oz}(pl/2u} must be continuous 
across z = 0. Taking averages and using a perturbation anal- 
ysis based on the smallness of 6• leads to the boundary con- 
ditions: 

•lz_-o- =/5'l/2•tz-- o +, 

• 1/2 8 • ß 0 nl• o- =•3;- I 

I 
To obtain boundary conditions for the second moments, we 
follow the approach of Keller 5 and define a two-frequency 
intensity and flux 

orlr;kl,k2} • u{r,kl}U*lr,k2}, 

•q'lr;kl,k2} • (1/2i}[ u*{r,k2}Vulr,kl} 
- ulr,kl}Vu*lr,k2}], {42} 

where u is a solution of the random Helmholtz Eq. {9}. The 
intensity and flux satisfy an equation of continuity; specifi- 
cally, 

v.• + 1•/20 [• •,l•,•ll - • •**l•,•21]•r = o. 1431 
For each realization, the second term in (43} undergoes a 
jump discontinuity at worst across the interface. Using the 
Divergence Theorem and the standard "pillbox" argument, 
we infer that •q'.Zo is continuous across z--0; hence, 
(.•q').Zo is continuous across the interface. The boundary 
condition for (•) can be obtained using the same ideas that 
led to (41). The resulting pair of boundary conditions is 

(44} 

Let us define coherent and incoherent average intensities 
and fluxes as follows: 

•rc (r;kl,k2}•(r,kl} •*(•',k2}, 

•'•--= (-•') -•'c, 

•c (r;kl ,k2)•( 1/2i)[ • * (r, k2)V fi (r,k 1 } 
- fi(r,k•)Vfi*(r, k2)], 

•,•(-•) -•c. (45) 
Using (41), one can show that •c and .5•c satisfy boundary 
conditions (44). Therefore the coherent and incoherent aver- 
age intensities and fluxes individually satisfy boundary con- 
ditions (44). 

The problem for the mean or coherent field is now de- 
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fined by Eqs. (28), (29)(with 0o = 0,r/= 0)and boundary 
conditions (41). Note that/2 2 is now constant. One readily 
finds that 

fi(z,k) = F(k)[2/51/2/(/5• +/2)] e 'kaz, z>0, 
(46) 

r•)= ½, - • )/½, + • ), 

with Im [• }> 0. 
The problem for the incoherent fluctuations [or equiv- 

alently {•dk•)•r*(k2))] is defined by (32)and boundary con- 
ditions (•). Note that the incoherent intensity and flux can 
be expressed as 

•i{r,k•,k2} : 
(47) 

- 1 

Boundary conditions (•) hold separately for these incoher- 
ent qu•tities. In terns of the sum and difference variables, 
the use of (36) in (47} leads to 

' ,•s - •)= •(•s + •)•*(•s - •i(Z, ks + •k• 
X {•ks + •k•)•r*(ks 
-- •kd))e -ik•Z, 

-- •k )F* •i(Z,•s + •,•s •) = - •sr(•s + • • 
•k•)(•r(ks + •k•), 

x •r*{•s - •)e-i•%, 

in Z < 0 (i.e., the water region). The notational changes in 
(48) emphasize the sum depth dependence. Note that the 
incoherent flux is directed in the -- Zo direction (i.e., out of 
the sediment and into the water.) In the sediment region, 
(22), (30), (31), and (32) can be used to express the incoherent 
intensity and flux as 

,-ff-i { Z , k s -Jr' 2• k ,• , k s • k = - - • d} ks 2n•- [•(Z, ks,kd} 
+ •'•lZ,•s,•,•l], 

.-•ilZ,•s + •,•,•s • = [•'•lZ,•s,•,•l -- •kd) k s- 2n; - lke 
- •lZ,•s,•l] Zo, 

(49) 

in Z > 0. [As part of the derivation of (_49), differential equa- 
tion (32) was used to relate d/dZ (• + 12) to (]• - •2)]. Apply- 
ing boundary conditions (44) to (48), (49) leads to the repre- 
sentation: 

F(•s + «a•)F*(as -'a 

-- k •- 3n 2- lk e [F(ks,kd) -- 1 ]•2(O+,ks,ka), 

œ (•s,•,•) -- J•,(o+,•s,•,•)/L(o+,•s&•). 

(50) 

To determine •2(O+,ks,ka), we solve differential equation 
(32) in Z > 0, imposing the proper boundary condition as 
Z--•oo. This boundary condition was conveniently ascer- 
tained by introducing a rock basement, solving the problem 
for this configuration and subsequently letting the sedi- 
ment-basement interface recede to infinity. The result is 

•2{O+,ks,kd)_ [v-[v(•-c)] '/2} œg•(•)exp[- [•(•-c)]'/2• }d• {51) , 

a[ 1 -- F ] + 2F [v{v -- a)] 2/2 
where •,c,• are defined in {33) and {46). 

Using {51) in {50)enables us to specify the reflection coefficient fluctuations {6r{ks + «kd)6r*{ks - •kd)). Combining 
this result with (46), the quantity of interest I (r, td} [cf. Eq. (40}] can be expressed as 

I{r, td)=Co• f_ © f_• •{ks+«kd)•*{ks 'k [(1-•-l/2{ks+•kd)) ß - • d)exp(- iksCøtd -- ikdCør) •/2 •k ' • +• {•s + oo oo • d 

(1-• l• '(ks lk ) X • +2k • - •/2 n• •/2 -• 
x{l+•c'•{as +• •)} {1+•c - {[•{•-•)l -•{as +•a•)•{as 

+ •(as - •a•,)• *(as - 'a • •)1 dksdk•. 

V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION AND QUALITATIVE 
COMPARISON WITH DATA 

Equation (52) was evaluated numerically; where possi- 
ble, parameter values were chosen to correspond to data tak- 
en at the Hatteras abyssal plain. •o The following values were 
adopted: 

Density in water: Po = 1.05 g/cm 3. 
Sound speed in water: Co = 1550 m/s. 
Mean density in sediment: p• = 1.62 g/cm 3. 
Mean sound speed in sediment: c• = 1582 m/s. 
Normalized density fluctuations [cf. ( 12)] 
•0.0185. 

Normalized sound-speed fluctuations: Ccc 
•0.0025. 

(52) 

I 

Sediment correlation lengths: lr = ]•- • = 10 m (a 
guess), lz •0.2 m. 
Sediment absorption: Eo2 •0.001. 
Transmitted signal: f(t ) = (1/v•2--•T)exp[ -- t 2/(2T2) 
+ icoot ], with T = 10 ms and 1 kHz <<fo<4 kHz. 

Here, approximate equality denotes a nominal value that 
was varied parametrically. 

I {r,0) [i.e., (52) with ta = 0] was studied since this quan- 
tity was also measured experimentally. However, since the 
measurements were made at a grazing angle of 45 ø with 
Gaussian beams, comparison of theory and experiment is 
qualitative at best. 

The numerical study of/(r,0) led to the following obser- 
vations •' (a) Decreasing the size of the sediment density and 
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FIG. 2. Experimental measurements of I (•',0) (45 ø grazing angle, Gaussian 
beam antenna} obtained from averages of several thousand pulses along a 
12-mile track at three center frequencies: (a} 930 Hz; {b} 1520 Hz; {c} 2000 
Hz. The second small peaks correspond to bottom:surface paths. 
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FIG. 3. Theoretical evaluation ofI (•',0) (90 ø grazing angle, no profile, plane- 
wave incidence). Pulse length = 0.005 s (rms), sound speed in water = 1550 
m/s, density in water = 1.05.. Sound speed in sediment = 1582 m/s, density 
in sediment = 1.62, dissipation constant in sediment = 0.0010. Density 
variance = 0.01850, sound speed variance = 0.00250, density/sound speed 
covariance=0.00680, transverse scale s•ze= 10.000, vertical scale 
size = 0.200. Analysis bandwidth = 400 Hz, grazing angle = 90 ø. 

sound-speed fluctuations results in slower pulse decay rates 
and increasing loss. This appears due to the ability of the 
pulse to penetrate more deeply into the sediment; (b} decreas- 
ing the vertical scale size of the sediment density and sound- 
speed fiuctuatiqns results in a faster pulse decay rate. The 
effect on pulse energy, however, does not show a consistent 
pattern; (c} the decay rates in all c•tses are slower than expo- 
nential (but faster than the experimentally observed algebra- 
ic rates}; (d} decreasing backgro .und dissipation increases 
pulse duration and decreases loss; (e} behavior as a function 
of frequency is more complicated. For certain parameter val- 
ues (including vertical scale sizes on the o•der of 0.2 m} the 
pulse decay rates increase with increasing frequency in the 
manner observed experimentally. F•gures 2 and 3 illustrate 
this behavior. On the other hand, for vertical scale sizes on 
the order of 0.05 m the behavior is exactly the opposite; the 
decay rates decrease with increasing frequency. However, as 
the fluctuation amplitudes decrease at constant vertical scale 
size, the decay rate behavior goes from the latter to former 
type of behavior, suggesting that the changeover region is a 
function of the ratio of fluctuation amplitude to vertical scale 
size. 

Vl. CONCLUSIONS 

Some new but still preliminary inroads into the problem 
of pulse propagation through sediments have been made. 
Virtually every aspect of our discussion requires deeper un- 
derstanding and generalization. Of particular importance is 
the need to properly account for refraction. More realistic 
modeling of the refractive index and incident radiation also 
seem to be important needs. Once these major points have 
been resolved, we believe that it will be possible to incorpo- 
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rate other realistic features (e.g., surface roughness and 
large-scale laminate undulations) into the model without in- 
ordinate difficulty. 
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-- 2ks3k -lt/d- 1Bo[v--[v(v--O')] 1/2]COS2 00COS 2 0sec •(fi 'Jr- kesin 0ø d-(2/•r)tan-l(kef1-1 sin 0o).) -- e •- - --• _•'•__2 ---•7• •[• + k e sin 0o) 

x cos 0o sec + - e COS 0o SeC -- '11 0o 
X {cos 0o +•5/-•a *(k s --«ka)}-' { [v(v--cr)] '/2-- i(k s + «ka)a (ks + «ka)+ i(ks -- 

where the terms in (A2) are defined as follows: 

ke = ks {Re[rI (k•)] } '/•, 
sin ½ = k sk g- • sin 0o, 

A •1 + z[ BoRe{ [(fl- iksx/•) 2 + k• 2 sin 2 0o ] -3/21, 
cos 0= [cos 2 ½ + A sin 2 ½]/[c0s 2 ½ + A 2 sin 2 •] 1/2•0 ' 

n, = k ff lke(COS2 ½ -Jr- A 2 sin 2 ½)1/2, 

- - -- •Bo [(fi- ik•x/•) 2 + k 2 sin 2 00 ] -1/2 M= M' + L•r" = «k 4 
'v= kskg-•sec •p[ika sin 2 0o(1 + «k s4BoRe[ [(/3--ik.,xf•) 2 + ks • sin • 0o]-3/•!} 

-- cos 0 (k • •,•r ,, + ikaeo• -- k.,eo2 -- i2kak s- :2,•r ,)], 

APPENDIX A: OBLIQUE INCIDENCE; NO REFRACTION 

In the absence of refraction (i.e., r/= 0), extension of the 
results to oblique incidence angles (0o =/: 0)is straightforward. 
Equation (40) remains valid if we correctly redefine ?(k ) and 
(•r(kl)•r*(k2)). For oblique incidence, 

r(k)= [cOS Oo --]• • l•r2 (k ) ] / [cOS Oo 

where, as before, /2 {k ) denotes the appropriate root of/2 2(0,k ) 
[cf. Eq. (29)]. The reflection factor fluctuations are given by 

(A2) 

= skene secgbcosOBo[fl2+4k2sin2gb]-•/2 2k - • tan ½ nt- ]3 2 cos ½(fl 2 nt- k 2 c0s2½) tr «k 3 - • 

(fi 2 + k •2 sin 2 • cos 2 •)•/2 (/3' 2 + k 2 cos 4 •)•/2 ' 
As Oo approaches 0, 0 and • likewise approach 0; we recover (52) in this limit. 

(A3) 

APPENDIX B: ENERGY CONSERVATION 

Consider Eqs. (40) and (52). A measure of the reflected 
acoustic energy is given by 

Q = I(r,O)dr. (B1) 

Using {40)and interchanging orders of integration, we ob- 
tain 

Q = Co If(k$)l[ lak$)l + < I•r{k•)l•> ]. 

One can verify, using (52), that 

I?(ks)l + (U3) 
so that 

Q< I f(k )l 2 dk = Lf(t }12dt. (B4} 
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